
 
 
April 11, 2014 
 
Dr. Michael T. Hoefer 
Vice President 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
Commission on Colleges 
1866 Southern Lane 
Decatur, Georgia  30033-4097 
 
Dear Dr. Hoefer: 
 
On March 11, 2014, you sent to me on behalf of SACSCOC a letter requesting that Northwest 
Vista College submit to SACSCOC by April 15, 2014, a report that explains and documents the 
extent of its compliance with certain standards of the Principles of Accreditation. The response 
to the inquiries on each of four standards is provided in the following report. 
 
1.  Core Requirement 2.7.3: 

In each undergraduate degree program, the institution requires the successful 
completion of a general education component at the collegiate level that (1) is a 
substantial component of each undergraduate degree, (2) ensures breadth of 
knowledge, and (3) is based on a coherent rationale. For degree completion in associate 
programs, the component constitutes a minimum of 15 semester hours or the 
equivalent; for baccalaureate programs, a minimum of 30 semester hours or the 
equivalent. These credit hours are to be drawn from and include at least one course 
from each of the following areas: humanities/fine arts, social/behavioral sciences, and 
natural science/mathematics. The courses do not narrowly focus on those skills, 
techniques, and procedures specific to a particular occupation or profession. If an 
institution uses a unit other than semester credit hours, it provides an explanation for the 
equivalency. The institution also provides a justification if it allows for fewer than the 
required number of semester credit hours or its equivalent unit of general education 
courses. (General Education) 
 
Provide evidence of compliance with this standard.  Please pay special attention to the 
parts of the requirement that speak in terms of "ensures breadth of knowledge," "is 
based on a coherent rationale," and the 15-hour component for associate programs "to 
be drawn from and include at least one course from each of the following areas: 
humanities/fine arts, social/behavioral sciences, and natural science/mathematics."   You 
should specifically address the standard separately for AA/AS programs and also AAS 
programs.  Please be reminded that the SACSCOC Executive Council has determined 
that skills courses such as a composition course or foreign language course that has no 
substantial literature component or a speech course cannot serve as the one required 
humanities/fine arts category course.  Thus there has to be assurance that a student 
cannot select one of these courses and have it count as the humanities/fine arts category 
course. By the same reasoning, the one social/behavioral science course cannot be a 
skills course.  Therefore, be specific as to the courses that satisfy the three areas 
specifically mentioned in the standard. 
 

Response: 
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Northwest Vista College offers the following undergraduate degrees: Associate of Arts (AA), 
Associate of Science (AS), Associate of Arts in Teaching (AAT), and Associate of Applied 
Science (AAS); each degree program requires the completion of a college level general 
education component that ensures breadth of knowledge and is based on a coherent rationale. 
The general education component of the Associate of Arts, the Associate of Science, and the 
Associate of Arts in Teaching degrees (each requiring a minimum of 60 college level semester 
credit hours) is contained in the College’s core curriculum, which is the same for each of the 
three degree programs. Northwest Vista College’s core curriculum consists of 42 college level 
credit hours of general education, comprising 70 percent of the AA, the AS and the AAT degree 
programs. 
 
The Northwest Vista core curriculum meets the 30 semester credit hour general education 
standards established by SACSCOC. The core curriculum also complies with core curriculum 
criteria defined by the THECB in Standards for Academic Associate Degree Programs and the 
Texas Administrative Code Title 19, Part 1, Chapter 9, Subchapter J, Rule 9.183, which 
delineate the requirements for academic associate degree programs. These rules require that 
all academic associate programs consist of transferable courses which provide the academic 
foundation and prerequisites for transfer to a baccalaureate degree.  Further, the rules mandate 
that the programs consist of 60-66 semester credit hours and incorporate the College's core 
curriculum.  In addition, the core curriculum courses meet the criteria defined by the Lower-
Division Academic Course Guide Manual (ACGM) published by the THECB. As stated in the 
ACGM, this guide "is the official list of approved courses for general academic transfer that may 
be offered for (state funding) by community and technical colleges in Texas" (p.1). 
 
The general education component of the Associate of Applied Science degree, of which there 
are 13, is defined by the THECB in The Guidelines for Instructional Programs in Workforce 
Education (GIPWE), Chapter 3, p.12. Graduates awarded an Associate of Applied Science 
degree from the College complete a minimum of 15 semester credit hours in general education 
course work. The 15 credit hours, consistent with SACSCOC standards, include at least one 
course in each of the following core curriculum areas:  humanities/fine/visual/performing arts, 
social/behavioral sciences, and mathematics/natural sciences. In addition, all AAS degree 
graduates from Northwest Vista College must complete a general education course in English 
composition and a course that requires the student to demonstrate computer competency. 
Additional general education hours, if required for a specific program, are tailored to the needs 
of the individual Career and Technical Education Program. The College's general education 
requirements for the AAS degrees are based on guidelines in GIPWE, Chapter Three, which 
outline the requirements for the general education components of AAS degrees awarded in 
Texas.   
 
The general education core curriculum requirements for undergraduate degree programs 
offered by public institutions of higher education in Texas are defined by the Texas Higher 
Education Coordinating Board (THECB), as mandated by the Texas Administrative Code. The 
Texas Administrative Code, Title 19, Part I, Chapter 4, Subchapter B, Rule 4.28 requires that 
every community college design and implement a core curriculum which satisfies the objectives 
identified in the THECB's Core Curriculum: Assumptions and Defining Characteristics. These 
objectives specifically address the value of developing a breadth of vision: Education, as distinct 
from training, demands a knowledge of various contrasting views of human experience in the 
world (THECB Core Curriculum Assumptions and Defining Characteristics, Instruction and 
Content in the Core Curriculum). 
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The rationale for the general education requirement in every degree and the design of the core 
curriculum can be found in the THECB Core Curriculum Statement of Purpose:  Through the 
Texas Core Curriculum, students will gain a foundation of knowledge of human cultures and the 
physical and natural world, develop principles of personal and social responsibility for living in a 
diverse world, and advance intellectual and practical skills that are essential for all learning. 
 
The core addresses a fundamental educational goal: a well-designed exposure to general 
education should provide a graduate with basic intellectual competencies: The core curriculum 
guidelines described here are predicated on the judgment that a series of core learning 
objectives – communication, critical thinking, quantitative and empirical literacy, social 
responsibility, personal responsibility, and teamwork – are essential to the foundational 
education of all students and should make up the building blocks of any core curriculum.  
 
The THECB core component areas allow for multiple course options for students in each 
foundational component area. The state-mandated 42-hour core curriculum consists of the 
following component areas: 
 

Component Area Semester Credit Hours 

Communication 6 SCH 

Mathematics 3 SCH 

Life and Physical Sciences 6 SCH 

Language, Philosophy and Culture (Humanities) 3 SCH 

Creative Arts 3 SCH 

American History 6 SCH 

Government/Political Science 6 SCH 

Social and Behavioral Sciences 3 SCH 

Component Area Option  6 SCH 

Total 42 SCH 

 
The Northwest Vista College core curriculum requirements are shown in the chart below for the 
current academic year and as approved by the THECB for the 2014-15 academic year:  
 

THECB Component Area Northwest Vista 2013-14/2014-15 

Communication (6 SCH) English Rhetoric/Composition (6 SCH) 

Mathematics (3 SCH) Mathematics (3 SCH) 

Life and Physical Science    (6 SCH) Natural Science (6 SCH) 

Language, Philosophy and Culture 
(Humanities) (3 SCH) 

Humanities (Literature, Philosophy, Language 
and Culture) (3 SCH) 

Creative Arts (3 SCH) Visual and Performing Arts (3 SCH) 

American History (6 SCH) History (6 SCH) 

Government/Political Science  (6 SCH) Government (6 SCH) 

Social and Behavioral Sciences (3 SCH) Social and Behavioral Sciences (3 SCH) 

Component Area Option (3 SCH) Additional Communication  (3 SCH) 

Component Area Option (3 SCH) Additional Humanities  (3 SCH) 

 
 
The general education/core curriculum courses for the AA, AS and AAT degree programs at 
Northwest Vista College are designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and adhere to the 
THECBs Defining Characteristics. The core curriculum at the College reflects the core 
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component areas required by the THECB as well as the 30 semester credit hours of general 
education required by SACSCOC.  
 
Consistent with SACSCOC standards as well as THECB requirements, at least 15 general 
education credit hours are required for each AAS degree program. These credit hours include at 
least one course in each of the following areas: humanities/fine arts, social/behavioral 
sciences, and natural science/mathematics. An AAS degree program may require a specific 
course for a core component area (i.e. HUMA 1301), or the student may have the choice of any 
course listed in the college catalog for that core curriculum component. The current general 
education requirements for each AAS degree program are prescribed in the catalog.  
 
2.   Comprehensive Standard 3.4.1: 

The institution demonstrates that each educational program for which academic credit 
is awarded is approved by the faculty and the administration. (Academic program 

approval) 

 
Provide evidence of faculty approval of the change to the general education program 

at the institution, as well as evidence that institutional policies were followed.  Include 

copies of the full institution and district policies for such approvals. 
 

Response: 

The Northwest Vista College Curriculum Review Procedures are published on the College’s 
intranet site.  The site provides access to forms for submitting proposed changes, deletions or 
additions to a program or the college course offerings.  Meeting agendas, meeting minutes, 
and documented change requests are available on the site.  The Northwest Vista College 
Curriculum Review Team membership includes:  the Vice President for Academic Success, 
Dean of Workforce Development, Dean of Student Success, Director of Program Development 
and Performance, and a representative from each of the academic areas.  Once a change is 
approved by the Northwest Vista College Curriculum Review Team that change is submitted by 
the College Vice President for Academic Success to the Alamo Colleges Curriculum 
Committee.  Any change proposal affecting more than one of the Alamo Colleges requires 
agreement among the affected colleges on the course description and placement in the 
program or programs.  An outline of the roles and responsibilities of each entity involved in the 
curriculum review process as created in 2009 is found in that document.  
 
Historical Perspective 
 
Prior to 2009, Northwest Vista College and each of other the Alamo Colleges (Palo Alto College, 
San Antonio College, St. Philip’s College [and Northeast Lakeview College which is not yet 
accredited]) had its own core curriculum of 45 to 46 semester credit hours.  While most 
elements were common across colleges, there were slight variations among the institutions. In 
2009, in order to improve articulation for students among the Alamo Colleges and with other 
Colleges as well as to simplify the move of all the Alamo Colleges to an integrated student 
system, Northwest Vista and the other Alamo Colleges, after significant faculty and 
administrator dialogue within and among the Colleges, approval through the college curriculum 
process and the Alamo Colleges Curriculum Committee, moved to a common core curriculum 
for all five colleges.   
 
Since that time changes to the core curriculum have followed a procedure that provided for 
college faculty input through the College Curriculum Review Team, followed by College input 
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through the Alamo Colleges Curriculum Committee.  There have been changes to courses in 
the various core components, sometimes adding and sometimes deleting courses.   
    
In 2012 a more significant change occurred that reduced the overall degree requirements for the 
AA, AS and AAT degree programs from a minimum of 61 semester credit hours to 60 credit 
hours.  Northwest Vista College (and each of the other colleges) through the College curriculum 
process developed proposals which were in turn submitted to the Alamo Colleges Curriculum 
Committee (composed of representatives from each College) to identify a 42 credit hour core.  
The Alamo Colleges Curriculum Committee was divided, and following a split vote of that 
Committee, two proposed options were submitted to the Presidents/Vice Chancellors Team (an 
Alamo Colleges Team, composed of all College Presidents, the Alamo Colleges Vice, and the 
Chancellor, who chairs the Committee).  A vote of that team on the two alternative proposals 
from the Alamo Colleges Curriculum Committee resulted in removing a one credit hour 
Kinesiology requirement and a science lab requirement from the core curriculum.  While not 
everyone agreed with the ultimate change, the process did involve extensive dialogue among 
faculty and administration at Northwest Vista and each of the other Alamo Colleges. 
 
As SACSCOC is aware, controversy arose at Northwest Vista and across the five Alamo 
Colleges when in December 2013, the Chancellor of the Alamo Colleges announced to the 
Presidents/Vice Chancellors Team his intent to change the core curriculum to require an EDUC 
1300 Learning Frameworks course.   That change would have resulted in the deletion of one of 
two humanities courses from the core curriculum and its replacement in the core with a course 
entitled Learning Frameworks and offered under an education rubric (EDUC1300).  That 
decision did not follow the established curriculum change process. The faculty at Northwest 
Vista College were not consulted and did not approve the proposed changes. Following media 
attention and communication from SACSCOC, the Chancellor decided to rescind the proposed 
changes, leaving the core elements for the coming year as they now exist. 
  
To elaborate on the EDUC1300 Learning Frameworks course itself, that course does appear in 
the course inventory for Northwest Vista College.  It was approved through the College and 
District curriculum processes and has been taught on a small scale during the current academic 
year by two Northwest Vista faculty members as a part of a Texas project to improve success in 
mathematics.  The course description and syllabus used for the sections of the course taught 
during the current academic year are provided. The original discussion regarding the course 
centered on using it to replace an existing one credit hour pre-college level student success 
course that has been required of first-time-in-college students.  There appears to be substantial 
support for such a college level course. There has also been discussion at the Vice Presidents 
and Presidents/Vice Chancellor (PVC) level and, to a lesser extent with some faculty regarding 
inclusion of the Covey 7 Habits of Highly Effective People as a resource component in the 
EDUC 1300 curriculum.  Those discussions are continuing. 
 
3.   Comprehensive Standard 3.4.10: 

The institution places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and effectiveness 

of the curriculum with its faculty. (Responsibility for curriculum) 

 
In light of reports of strong faculty opposition to portions of this curriculum change, 

please address the means by which the institution places primary responsibility for 

curricular content and quality with its faculty. 

 
Response: 
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Northwest Vista College places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and 
effectiveness of the curriculum with its faculty.  A Steering Team composed predominantly of 
faculty coordinates the development, assessment and improvement of program outcomes, 
with sub-teams that coordinate the assessment of AA, AS, AAT, and AAS degree programs, 
respectively. 
 
For each course in the core curriculum as well as for other transfer courses, faculty in the 
disciplines develop the learning outcomes as well as the content and assessment of learning 
outcomes effectiveness for each course in the discipline. For each AAS degree program the 
technical courses in the programs are developed by the program faculty, who are 
responsible, with input from industry advisory committee, for the content, the student 
learning outcomes and the assessment and improvement of effectiveness of the Program 
and the courses therein. 
 
For courses in the general education core curriculum, discipline faculty from across the five 
Alamo Colleges come to agreement through an iterative process on a set of learning 
outcomes for core course in their discipline.  Faculty at Northwest Vista College would for 
each core course in their discipline incorporate in that course the agreed upon student 
learning outcomes.  This process assures a set of common outcomes for students while 
providing for the addition of outcomes a specific college or individual faculty member.  
 
For the EDUC 1300 course, the student learning outcomes and course syllabus for the 
classes taught at Northwest Vista during the current academic year were developed by the 
two Northwest Vista faculty members teaching the course. Those faculty collaborated with 
faculty members from other Texas community colleges involved in teaching EDUC 1300 as 
a part of a state Mathways project designed to improve success in mathematics.  As 
participants in this project faculty were assessing and making recommendations for 
improving the outcomes for the EDUC 1300 course. 
 
During the fall semester, in anticipation of expanding the use of EDUC 1300 (which may 
also be taught as PSYC 1300, if approved through our curriculum process) as a potential 
replacement for the current pre-college level student development (SDEV) course, a small 
team of SDEV and EDUC faculty members from across the colleges came together to begin 
developing common learning outcomes. That process has not yet been completed. 
  
Faculty team members who will be teaching the course at Northwest Vista plan to complete, 
based on their assessment, any revisions needed in the Northwest Vista course syllabus, 
course content, course materials and other resources by June 2014. The student learning 
outcomes, assessment rubrics, and process will be determined. Faculty members hired to 
teach the course in the fall semester will be trained during the summer.  Fall student learning 
outcomes assessment as well as other student success measures will be used to improve 
the course outcomes and to determine next steps. 
 
4.   Comprehensive Standard 3.12.1: 

The institution notifies the Commission of changes in accordance with the Commission's 

substantive change policy and, when required, seeks approval prior to the initiation of 

changes. (Substantive change) 

 
The Commission policy, "Substantive Change for SACSCOC Accredited Institutions," gives 

"developing a new general education program" as an example of a "significant departure" 

from current programs.  Such changes require prior approval from SACSCOC before being 
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offered. Provide evidence that such approval was granted, or why the change to the general 

education program at your institution should not be considered a "significant departure" from 

the prior general education curricula. 

 

Response: 
 
Since the elements of the core curriculum will be not be changing for the 2014-15 academic 
year for Northwest Vista College, there appears to be no issue related to Comprehensive 
Standard 3.12.1. 
 
The EDUC 1300 course is an expansion and extension of the use of an already existing course, 
not a new course altogether. EDUC 1300 currently resides in the College’s course inventory. 
The current and future course description and associated course content are listed below. While 
getting attention in the media, the inclusion of the concepts and constructs from Covey’s 7 
Habits of Highly Effective People represents only one of the potential learning resources in this 
proposed offering.  There remain questions among faculty and college leaders regarding the 
intentions regarding use of 7 Habits instructional materials and the extent of their use in the 
EDUC course.  As the development and testing of EDUC 1300 continues, it is the intent of the 
Northwest Vista faculty and administration to collaborate to determine what learning outcomes, 
including basic leadership principles, will support and improve student success.   
 
If the EDUC 1300 or some other college level course eventually replace the current SDEV 
course for first-time-in-college students, the EDUC 1300 course would have the same intent to 
improve college success with a greater emphasis on the learning outcomes identified for the 
Learning Frameworks course. 
 
Current EDUC 1300 syllabus (with MATH 0442) 
Current EDUC 1300 student learning outcomes (with MATH 0442) 
 
Demonstration of autonomy 
The current situation also raises concerns about the autonomy of the colleges within the 
Alamo District and whether or not separate accreditation of the colleges within the system is 
appropriate.  Please include examples of institutional autonomy related to the review and 
implementation of these curricular changes. 
 
Response: 
 
Autonomy in public higher education, especially in public community colleges, is an issue with 
which we must all as leaders and faculty grapple at various times.  In our society today it seems 
necessary for the benefit of students to balance the benefits of autonomy with need for 
interdependence.  There is a term used in cooperative learning called positive interdependence.  
Positive interdependence occurs when “individuals perceive that they can attain their goals if 
and only if the other individuals with whom they are cooperatively linked attain their goals.” (R.T. 
and D.W. Johnson).  It seems important to seek that balance. 
 
A SACSCOC position statement on Transfer of Academic Credit, published in June 2003, 
states, “The Commission supports institutional autonomy in determining its own standards for 
transfer of academic credit while also encouraging institutions not to impose artificial 
impediments or meaningless requirements on the transfer process. Many systems and 
institutions have taken positive action such as negotiating articulation agreements, common 
course listings, common core curricular, and automatic acceptance of credit arrangements to 
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facilitate the transfer of academic credit. These kinds of proactive approaches, involving 
qualified faculty in the decisions, ease the way toward resolving transfer of credit problems while 
maintaining curricular coherence and academic and institutional integrity.” 
 
The adoption of a common core curriculum by the five Alamo Colleges in 2010 was a move that 
retained autonomy in the implementation of the curriculum while agreeing for the benefit of 
students on a set of core courses and basic learning outcomes for those courses.  In arriving at 
those agreements to benefit students, Northwest Vista and each of the other Alamo Colleges 
retained autonomy for faculty to design, deliver and assess the quality of its programs and 
courses, including selecting instructional materials, creating syllabi, identifying measures and 
targets for evaluating effectiveness of those programs and courses, and completing cycles of 
improvement.  A specific example of autonomy relate to the review and implementation of 
potential curricular changes now underway for EDUC 1300. 
 
The EDUC1300 Learning Frameworks course for Northwest Vista was implemented during the 
2013-14 academic year.  The syllabus and course content were developed, drawing from 
experiences of others in a state project, by the two faculty members teaching the course and 
taught in conjunction with a mathematics course (MATH 0442).  The course effectiveness is 
being assessed by the faculty based on learning outcome they established, and opportunities 
for improvement will be identified.  The Northwest Vista plan for the 2014-15 academic year is to 
modify the learning outcomes and the course content, develop additional faculty to teach the 
course, and implement the course as an option for first-time-in-college students.  The aim is to 
determine whether it would better support student success to eventually replace the pre-college 
level SDEV course that is currently required of all new to college students at Northwest Vista 
with the college credit course requirement.  Certainly, the hope is to work with other institutions 
both within and outside the Alamo Colleges to identify strategies that seem most effective.   
 
The December 2013 decision by the Chancellor to make a change to the core curriculum 
certainly called into question the role of the faculty and the college leadership in approving the 
change made to the general education core curriculum.  A unilateral decision by the Northwest 
Vista College President would, it seems, have also called into question the role of the faculty in 
approving the core curriculum. 
 
The fact is that the subsequent dialogue in which opposing views were aired resulted in a 
change of decision that created a peaceful resolution of the conflict.  Is it not one of the 
philosophical underpinnings of higher education and a democratic society that produces, 
sometimes from dissent, the balancing of the faculty and administrative roles in decision-
making? 
 
College faculty and administrators as well as the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees for the 
Alamo Colleges system are to be commended for arriving at a place that sets the stage for a 
more collaborative approach to supporting student learning and the student success that serves 
as the common ground for College Presidents, faculty and staff, the Chancellor and the Board 
of Trustees of the Alamo Colleges system.  SACSCOC is also to be thanked for raising 
questions that have facilitated an acknowledgement of the balance between autonomy and 
positive interdependence.  
 
The faculty and staff of Northwest Vista Colleges offer these responses to the questions posed 
in the SACSCOC letter of March 11, 2014.  It is our hope that the responses create the 
understanding sought by the questions posed.  Should further information or clarification be 
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needed, I personally along with members of the Northwest Vista faculty and staff will be pleased 
to accommodate any requests. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Jacqueline Claunch 
President 
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Alamo Colleges Core Curriculum Course Listing 2013-2014   

 

Communication (10) Core—2 courses (6 credit hours)  

ENGL 1301 - Composition I 

ENGL 1302 - Composition II 

 

Mathematics (20) Core—1 course (3 credit hours) 

MATH 1314 - College Algebra 

MATH 1324 - Mathematics for Business and Social Sciences I 

MATH 1332 - Contemporary Math I (Math for Liberal Arts Majors I) 

MATH 1414 - College Algebra (Precal Track)      

MATH 1442 - Elementary Statistical Methods 

MATH 2412 - Precalculus 

MATH 2413 - Calculus I

 

Natural Sciences (Life & Physical Sciences) (30) Core—2 courses (6 credit hours)  

ANTH 2301 - Physical Anthropology 

ASTR 1303 - Stars and Galaxies Lecture 

ASTR 1304 - Solar System Lecture 

BIOL 1308 - Biology for Non-Science Majors I (Lecture) 

BIOL 1309 - Biology for Non-Science Majors II (Lecture) 

BIOL 1322 - Nutrition 

BIOL 1323 - Consumer Nutrition Non-Science Majors 

BIOL 1406 - Biology for Science Majors I 

BIOL 1407 - Biology for Science Majors II 

BIOL 1408 - Biology for Non-science Majors I 

BIOL 1409 - Biology for Non-Science Majors II 

BIOL 1411 - General Botany 

BIOL 1413 - General Zoology 

BIOL 2306 - Environmental Biology (Lecture) 

BIOL 2401 - Human Anatomy and Physiology I 

BIOL 2402 - Human Anatomy and Physiology II 

BIOL 2404 - Human Anatomy and Physiology 

BIOL 2406 - Environmental Biology (Lecture & Lab) 

BIOL 2420 - Microbiology for Allied Health Majors 

CHEM 1305 - Introductory Chemistry Lecture I 

CHEM 1307 - Introductory Chemistry Lecture II 

CHEM 1311 - General Chemistry Lecture I 

CHEM 1312 - General Chemistry Lecture II 

CHEM 1405 - Introductory Chemistry I 

CHEM 1407 - Introductory Chemistry II 

CHEM 1411 - General Chemistry I 

CHEM 1412 - General Chemistry II 

GEOG 1301 - Physical Geography 

GEOL 1301 - Earth Sciences Lecture I 

GEOL 1303 - Physical Geology Lecture 

GEOL 1304 - Historical Geology Lecture 

GEOL 1305 - Environmental Geology Lecture 

GEOL 1345 - Oceanography 

GEOL 1401 - Earth Sciences I 

GEOL 1403 - Physical Geology 

GEOL 1404 - Historical Geology 

PHYS 1301 - General Physics I Lecture 

PHYS 1305 - Introductory Physics I Lecture 

PHYS 1401 - General Physics I 

PHYS 2425 - University Physics I 

PHYS 2426 - University Physics II

 

Humanities (Language, Philosophy, & Culture) (40) Core—1 course (3 credit hours) 

ARAB 2311 - Intermediate Arabic I 

ARAB 2312 - Intermediate Arabic II 

CHIN 2311 - Intermediate Chinese I 

CHIN 2312 - Intermediate Chinese II 

ENGL 2322 - British Lit I: Anglo Saxon through Neoclassical 

ENGL 2323 - British Lit II: Romanticism to the Present 

ENGL 2327 - American Lit I: Precolonial through the Romantic 

Period 

ENGL 2328 - American Lit II: Realism to the Present 

ENGL 2332 - World Lit I: Antiquity through the Renaissance 

ENGL 2333 - World Lit II: Neoclassical to the Present 

ENGL 2341 - Forms of Literature 

ENGL 2342 - Intro to Literature and Literary Criticism 

ENGL 2351 - Mexican American Literature 

FREN 2311 - Intermediate French I 

FREN 2312 - Intermediate French II 

GERM 2311 - Intermediate German I 

GERM 2312 - Intermediate German II 

HIST 2321 - World Civilizations I 

HIST 2322 - World Civilizations II 

HUMA 1301 - Introduction to the Humanities I 

HUMA 1302 - Introduction to the Humanities II 
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HUMA 1305 - Introduction to Mexican-American Studies 

HUMA 2319 - American Minority Studies 

HUMA 2323 - World Cultures 

ITAL 2311 - Intermediate Italian I 

ITAL 2312 - Intermediate Italian II 

JAPN 2311 - Intermediate Japanese I 

JAPN 2312 - Intermediate Japanese II 

LATI 2311 - Intermediate Latin I 

LATI 2312 – Intermediate Latin II 

PHIL 1301 - Introduction to Philosophy 

PHIL 1304 - Introduction to World Religions 

PHIL 2303 - Introduction to Logic 

PHIL 2306 - Introduction to Ethics 

SPAN 2311 - Intermediate Spanish I 

SPAN 2312 - Intermediate Spanish II 

 

Visual and Performing Arts (Creative Arts) (50) Core—1 course (3 credit hours)    

ARCH 1301 - History of Architecture I 

ARCH 1302 - History of Architecture II 

ARCH 1311 - Architecture, Society, and Culture 

ARTS 1301 - Art Appreciation 

ARTS 1303 - Art History I 

ARTS 1304 - Art History II 

ARTS 1316 - Drawing I 

ARTS 2316 - Painting I 

ARTS 2326 - Sculpture I 

ARTS 2341 - Art Metals I 

ARTS 2346 - Ceramics I 

ARTS 2348 - Digital Art I 

ARTS 2356 - Photography I (fine arts emphasis) 

DANC 1301 - Dance Composition I 

DANC 1305 - World Dance 

DANC 2303 - Dance Appreciation 

DRAM 1310 - Introduction to Theatre - Theatre Appreciation 

HUMA 1311 - Mexican-American Fine Arts Appreciation 

HUMA 1315 - Fine Arts Appreciation 

MUSI 1306 - Music Appreciation 

MUSI 1309 - Music Literature II 

MUSI 1310 - American Music 

 

History (American History) (60) Core—2 courses (6 credit hours) 

HIST 1301 - United States History I 

HIST 1302 - United States History II 

or 

HIST 2327 - Mexican-American History I 

HIST 2328 - Mexican-American History II 

or 

A student may take one United States History course and one 

Mexican-American History course as long as the combination 

consists of a Part I and a Part II. 

or 

 

HIST 2301 - Texas History  and 

HIST 1301 or HIST 1302 or HIST 2327 or HIST 2328

 

Government (Government/Political Science) (70) Core—2 courses (6 credit hours)   

GOVT 2305 - Federal Government  

GOVT 2306 - Texas Government  

 

Social and Behavioral Sciences (80) Core—1 course (3 credit hours) 

ANTH 2302 - Archaeology 

ANTH 2351 - Cultural Anthropology 

COMM 1307 - Introduction to Mass Communications 

CRIJ 1301 - Introduction to Criminal Justice 

ECON 1301 - Introduction to Economics 

ECON 2301 - Principles of Macroeconomics 

ECON 2302 - Principles of Microeconomics 

ECON 2311 - Economic Geography and Global Issues 

GEOG 1302 - Cultural Geography 

GEOG 1303 - World Regional Geography 

GOVT 2304 - Introduction to Political Science 

PSYC 2301 - General Psychology 

PSYC 2306 - Human Sexuality 

PSYC 2307 - Adolescent Psychology I 

PSYC 2308 - Child Psychology 

PSYC 2315 - Psychology of Adjustment 

PSYC 2319 - Social Psychology 

SOCI 1301 - Introductory Sociology 

SOCI 1306 - Social Problems 

 

Additional Communication (11) Core—1 course (3 credit hours) 
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SPCH 1311 - Introduction to Speech Communication   SPCH 1318 - Inerpersonal Communication 

SPCH 1315 - Public Speaking     SPCH 1321 - Business and Professional Communication 

 

Additional Humanities (Language, Philosophy, & Culture) (41) Core—1 courses (3 credit hours) 

ARAB 2311 - Intermediate Arabic I 

ARAB 2312 - Intermediate Arabic II 

CHIN 2311 - Intermediate Chinese I 

CHIN 2312 - Intermediate Chinese II 

ENGL 2322 - British Lit I: Anglo Saxon through Neoclassical 

ENGL 2323 - British Lit II: Romanticism to the Present 

ENGL 2327 - American Lit I: Precolonial through the Romantic 

Period 

ENGL 2328 - American Lit II: Realism to the Present 

ENGL 2332 - World Lit I: Antiquity through the Renaissance 

ENGL 2333 - World Lit II: Neoclassical to the Present 

ENGL 2341 - Forms of Literature 

ENGL 2342 - Intro to Literature and Literary Criticism 

ENGL 2351 - Mexican American Literature 

FREN 2311 - Intermediate French I 

FREN 2312 - Intermediate French II 

GERM 2311 - Intermediate German I 

GERM 2312 - Intermediate German II 

HIST 2321 - World Civilizations I 

HIST 2322 - World Civilizations II 

HUMA 1301 - Introduction to the Humanities I 

HUMA 1302 - Introduction to the Humanities II 

HUMA 1305 - Introduction to Mexican-American Studies 

HUMA 2319 - American Minority Studies 

HUMA 2323 - World Cultures 

ITAL 2311 - Intermediate Italian I 

ITAL 2312 - Intermediate Italian II 

JAPN 2311 - Intermediate Japanese I 

JAPN 2312 - Intermediate Japanese II 

LATI 2311 - Intermediate Latin I 

LATI 2312 - Intermediate Latin II 

PHIL 1301 - Introduction to Philosophy 

PHIL 1304 - Introduction to World Religions 

PHIL 2303 - Introduction to Logic 

PHIL 2306 - Introduction to Ethics 

SPAN 2311 - Intermediate Spanish I 

SPAN 2312 - Intermediate Spanish II 

Not all courses that satisfy core requirements are offered at all Alamo Colleges. 
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3D Animation, AAS ARTS 1316 COMM 1307 MATH 1314 ENGL 1301; SPCH 1321

Advanced Water Treatment, AAS (40) core choice ECON 2301 CHEM 1305; BIOL 1308, 09 or 2306  and (20) core ENGL 1301

Clinical Research Coordinator, AAS (40) core or (50) core choice PSYC 2301 BIOL 1406, 2401, 2402 ENGL 1301, 1302, 2311; SPCH 1321

Community Health Worker, AAS PHIL 2306 SOCI 1301, 1306; PSYC 2301 MATH 1314 or 1332; BIOL 2401, 2401 ENLG 1301, 1302; HIST 2301; SPCH 1311

Digital Media, AAS ARTS 1311, 2356 (80) core choice (20) core choice ENGL 1301, 1302; (11) core choice

Digital Video & Cinema Production, AAS ARTS 1311 or 2356 COMM 1307, 2366 MATH 1332 ENGL 1301, 1302, 2311; SPCH 1321

Game Production, AAS PHIL 2303 ECON 2301 or 2302 MATH 1314 ENGL 1301, 1302, 2311; SPCH 1321

Game Programming, AAS PHIL 2303 ECON 2301 MATH 1314 ENGL 1301, 1302, 2311; SPCH 1321

Information Security and Assurance, AAS (40) core choice CRIJ 2314 (20) core or (30) core choice (10) core and (11) core choice

Nanotechnology, AAS PHIL 2306 PSYC 2301 MATH 1314; BIOL 1406; CHEM 1111, 1311, 13111, 1312; PHYS 1101, 1301, 1102, 1302 ENGL 1301, 1302; SPCH 1321

Network Administrator, AAS (40) core choice (80) core choice (20) core or (30) core choice (10) core and (11) core choice

Network and Cloud Architecture, AAS (40) core choice (80) core choice (20) core or (30) core choice (10) core and (11) core choice

New Media Arts, AA (40) core and (50) core choice; ARTS 1311, 2356 (80) core choice (20) core choice and 2 (30) core choices ENGL 1301, 1302; (41) and 2 (60) core choice; GOVT 2305, 2306

New Media Communications, AA (40) core choice COMM 1307 (20) core choice and 2 (30) core choices ENGL 1301, 1302; (41) and 2 (60) core choice; GOVT 2305, 2306

Personal Fitness Trainer, AAS (40) core or (50) core choice PSYC 2301 BIOL 2401; (20) core choice ENGL 1301; SPCH 1318 or 1321; KINE 1306, 1184

http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6063&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6136&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6067&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6068&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6070&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6071&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6072&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6073&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6074&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6076&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6134&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6090&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6091&returnto=3430
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=90&poid=6967&returnto=3430
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ENGL 1301, 1302; (41) and 2 (60) core choice; GOVT 2305, 2306

ENGL 1301, 1302; (41) and 2 (60) core choice; GOVT 2305, 2306

ENGL 1301; SPCH 1318 or 1321; KINE 1306, 1184



Northwest Vista College 

Curriculum Review Team Procedures 
 

 

Committee Purpose 
Northwest Vista College’s Curriculum Review Team (CRT) will be a standing committee and will 
meet regularly during the fall and spring semesters to review and approve or disapprove: 

 Changes to the catalog and course inventory 
 Changes to degree plans 
 New degree plans 
 NVC Core Curriculum changes 
 At the discretion of the Academic Vice President, issues 

involving articulation agreements and course substitutions may 
also be considered 

*Specific curriculum decisions will remain a responsibility of each individual discipline. 
 
Committee Structure 
The Academic Vice President or designee will facilitate the Curriculum Review Committee, will 
call all meetings, and must be present for the committee to meet. 
Members will include:  

 Dean of Workforce Development 
 Dean of Student Success 
 Director of Workforce Program Development and Performance 
 A representative from each of the Academic Areas 

*Members of the committee may appoint designees if they are unable to attend meetings.  
*Selected members (representatives and appointees) of the committee will serve for a complete 
academic year. 
 
Committee Guidelines 
Quorum will be achieved if six of the nine members of the committee are present. 
An effort will be made to reach consensus on all decisions. If consensus is not possible, 
decisions will be made by simple majority vote. 
 

Curriculum Review Process 

1. Discipline coordinators complete the appropriate curriculum forms and submit to Academic 
Chair.  

2. Academic Chair submit request to Curriculum Review Team for approval. 

3. Proposal is presented to Curriculum Review Team by initiator. Additional information, 
clarifications, and/or suggested revisions will be made at this time.  

4. Upon approval, the request will be submitted to the Alamo Colleges Curriculum Council for 
review and approval. 

5. See ACCC process for completion of curriculum changes. 



Northwest Vista College 

Curriculum Review Team- Fall 2013 

Date:  1 October 2013 

Location:  MZH 103F 

Attendees  Absent Guests 

Jimmie Bruce, VPAS Ralph Mendez   

Vinnie Bradford Prakash Nair   

Patrick Fontenot June Pedraza   

Edgar Garza Thomas Pressly   

Charles Hinkley Janie Scott   

Heather McCreery Jennifer Comedy-Holmes – SS   

Zak Cernoch - Workforce    

 

 Item Discussion Action 

1 2 pm Archival  Archiving courses in BITC. Program was archived but courses 
were not properly removed from catalog. - Zak 
 
NVC no longer offers instructional assistant program with courses 
CDEC, EDTC, and TECA – Jeannette J. 

 

Motion to remove all courses 
Prakash 
Second 
Edgar 
Motion carries 
 

2 2:10 Math Dev Ed – 
Thomas P. 

Changes were made statewide to developmental education. 
These courses are part of the new developmental math offerings 
 
Replacing 4 courses with 3 courses.  Pre-stats will still be offered. 
All pre-requisites will need to be changed in academic courses. 

Motion 
Edgar 
Second 
June 
Motion Carries 

3 2:20 Digital Media – 
Viviane M. 

Petition to change pre-req of IMED 1345 Motion 
Pat 
Second 
Ralph 

4 2:30 Game Development 
– Julie H. 

Proposal to change name of program to AAS, Computer Science 
for Games and Simulation 
ITSE courses are cross-listed with COSC 

Table  
Supporting documentation needs to be 
submitted. 



This has gone through the advisory committee and was 
approved/documented. 

5 2:40 Network and Cloud 
Architecture – John G. 

New AAS, Cert 1, and MSA for NVC.  This has followed the ACCC 
process.  Developed in collaboration with Rackspace. 

Motion 
Edgar 
Second 
June 
Motion carries 

6 2:50 Advanced Water 
Treatment – Howard M. 

New MSA to existing AAS and Level 1 cert. 
Tabled from last year.  ACCC asked for more input from advisory 
committee.  Attached are advisory committee minutes. 

Motion 
Edgar 
Second 
June 
Motion carries 

7 Music AA – Dan Smith Program Revision to align with other colleges for current catalog Tabled  
Verify re-activation (after curriculum 
coordination) of degree plan for 2013-2014 
catalog. 

8    

9    

10    

 



Alamo Colleges Curriculum Council Team Site changerequestcenter2013-2014

Welcome to the Curriculum Change Center 2013-2014

Go Back to:

ACCC Meeting Workspace NLC Meeting Workspace NVC Meeting Workspace

PAC Meeting Workspace SAC Meeting Workspace SPC Meeting Workspace

File Naming Convention

Programs:

[college] - [program name] - [New/Additional/Revision/Archive]

Courses:

[Subject] [Course Number] - [New/Revision/Archive] - [Initiating College]

Change Requests: 2013-2014 Curriculum Changes: Supporting Documents 2013-2014 Data Entry Needed Links FY 2013-2014

Edit ID Course/Program Primary Contact Initiating College Affected Colleges Change Request Status Change Type ACCC Agenda Date

 Initiating College : (8)

 Initiating College : NLC (26)

 Initiating College : NVC (33)

 College Agenda Date : 9/12/2013 (1)

 College Agenda Date : 10/1/2013 (8)

1 BITC Various - Archive - NVC Cernoch, Zak NVC ACCC Final Approval Course Archival 10/21/2013

5 IMED 1345 1359 - Revision - NVC Marioneaux, Viviane NVC NVC ACCC Final Approval Course Revision 10/21/2013

7 NVC - Network and Cloud 
Architecture AAS-Cert-MSA - New 

Grillo, John NVC THECB Approved New Program 10/21/2013

8 NVC - Water Treatment MSA - New
Existing

Marquise, Howard NVC ACCC Final Approval New Certificate,
Existing Program

10/21/2013

11 CDEC All - Archive - NVC Jones, Jeannette NVC NVC ACCC Final Approval Course Archival 10/21/2013

12 EDTC ALL - Archive - NVC Jones, Jeannette NVC NVC ACCC Final Approval Course Archival 10/21/2013

13 TECA 1354 - Archive - NVC Jones, Jeannette NVC NVC College Approved Course Archival 10/21/2013

26 NVC - Music AA - Revision Smith, Daniel O NVC PAC, SAC ACCC Final Approval Program Revision 10/21/2013

 College Agenda Date : 10/15/2013 (5)

 College Agenda Date : 11/12/2013 (3)

 College Agenda Date : 12/3/2013 (2)

 College Agenda Date : 1/14/2014 (1)

 College Agenda Date : 1/28/2014 (5)

 College Agenda Date : 2/4/2014 (1)

 College Agenda Date : 2/11/2014 (1)

 College Agenda Date : 2/25/2014 (1)

 College Agenda Date : 4/1/2014 (5)

 Initiating College : PAC (40)

 Initiating College : SAC (61)

 Initiating College : SPC (62)

Add new item

Page 1 of 1changerequestcenter2013-2014

4/10/2014http://share.alamo.edu/dccteam/Web%20Part%20Pages/changerequestcenter2013-2014.aspx
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ALAMO COLLEGES CURRICULUM COORDINATION PROCESS 
for college-specific and cross-college curriculum changes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Initiator Determines 

Need, in Collaboration 

with Chair/Coordinator 

      Data Collection 

Program / Course 

at Multiple 

Colleges? 

Discipline/Program Curriculum 

Committee (DPCC) 

Department Chairs / Coordinators 
/Deans for Review and Signature 

 
(Review for completeness, etc. at 

each affected college) 
 

Approved? 

 

College Curriculum Committee 

(at each affected college) 

 

E-Catalog Team & 

Banner Office 

District Curriculum Committee 

(DCC) 

 

Changes 
(from orig. 
proposal?) 

 

Concerns? 

 

Changes? 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

WECM 

data entry 

by Colleges 

 

Consensus? 

Yes 

No 

ACGM 

Changes 

Only 

3-person Mediation  

Team from DCC 

 

Note:  Opportunities for addressing suggested changes or unresolved issues exist 

throughout the process. 
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT MANUAL  

2009-2010 

Developed and Compiled by Development Task Team 

Mary Kunz and Barbara Mayo, co-chairs, Thomas Billimek, Jimmie Bruce, Fred Bakenhus, Amie 
DeLeon, Edgar Garza, Steven Mardock, Cheryl Startzell, Brian Stout, Vernell Walker and Cuihua 
Zhang 

August, 2009 

This manual has been developed to assist individuals participating in the curriculum review 
process. It is meant to be a resource that faculty and staff can use to efficiently and 
effectively develop new courses and programs, review existing courses and programs, and to 
propose curriculum revisions. 
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VISION & MISSION 

ALAMO COLLEGES VISION AND MISSION 

 The vision of the Alamo Colleges is to become the best in the nation. 

 The mission of the Alamo Colleges is to empower our diverse communities for success. 
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SHARED VALUES 

ALAMO COLLEGES 

SHARED VALUES 

We, the members of the Alamo Colleges, are committed to building our 
individual and collective character through a set of shared values. These 
values guide and inspire our thoughts and actions, fulfilling our vision and 
mission in service to our students and communities. 

• integrity: We have the courage to act ethically, building a culture of 
trust and respect. 

• Communication: We engage in open and transparent 
communication, information sharing and collaboration. 

• Community: We commit to a joyful culture of learning and service 
where unity in diversity occurs through mutual respect, 
cooperation 
and accessibility. 

• Academic Freedom: We value creativity, growth and 
transformation 
through vigorous inquiry and a free exchange of ideas for all. 

• Accountability: We take responsibility for our actions and strive 
for 
continuous learning and improvement. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

This manual is intended to provide the faculty, administrators, and staff with processes, 
information and strategies that they need to adequately and effectively serve the Alamo 
Colleges' diverse learning communities and to provide quality education. The focus is directed 
towards traditional academic credit courses, new technical programs and technical program 
revisions. The Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee will consider all other college 
programs and services in making recommendations. The curriculum review process outlined 
in this manual embraces, incorporates and promotes the innovation and flexibility required 
to serve today's student. 

Before a curriculum proposal is submitted to the College Curriculum Committee, the 
Curriculum Processing Form and related documents must be completed and signed by the 
chair and reviewed and signed by the instructional dean. 

Communication is an essential element in curriculum development. 
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

An outline of the roles and responsibilities of each entity involved in the curriculum 
review process is found in this section. 

• Initiator 

• Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee 

• Department Chair 

• Instructional Deans 

• College Curriculum Committee 

• District Curriculum Committee 

• E-Catalog Office 

Initiator 

Changes to the curriculum may be initiated by faculty, department chairs and by anyone at any 
administrative level.   Faculty and department chairs play central roles in both assessing and 
improving the college's curriculum through course and program design and revision and 
through membership on curriculum committees. 

The initiator provides input and needed documentation to their Discipline/Program Curriculum 
Committee (DPCC), regarding proposed academic course additions, deletions, or revisions, or 
technical program development or revisions. 

The initiator must discuss any proposed curriculum ideas or revisions with their department 
chairs and instructional deans. 
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Discipline/ Program Curriculum Committee 

Colleges may choose to appoint or elect the member that will represent them on the 
Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee. One faculty member of that program or discipline, 
from each college offering the program, will comprise the committee.   A department chair 
may serve as members on the Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee (DPCC).  However, if a 
discipline is only represented by an adjunct faculty member, and if the DPCC agrees that they may 
serve on the committee, they will be allowed to serve as a member on the DPCC.  Department 
chairs who are not a member of a discipline or program will not represent the discipline or 
program on the DPCC.   

Membership will be for two years, and members may serve consecutive terms.  Programs or 
disciplines that serve only one campus will have representation from that single campus. 
Interdisciplinary courses will be comprised of representation from those disciplines involved. 

The initial meeting will be set by the Department Chair of the college initiating the change to 
the curriculum. The Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee selects their 
Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee Chair by majority vote. 

The meetings can be held in-person or through technology.  The DPCC will meet to review and 
make recommendations for their discipline or program for all curricular changes, revisions 
and new program approvals.  All meeting minutes will be forwarded to the office of the 
District Director of Curriculum Coordination & Transfer Articulation.   

Members will work to reach consensus on discipline/program changes. If a consensus cannot 
be reached within 30 days, the DPCC Chair will seek mediation from the DCC.  The Chair of the 
District Curriculum Committee will appoint a three-person sub-committee selected from 
members of the District Curriculum Committee to serve as mediators.   

If no change in the curriculum is proposed for a particular discipline, the District Director of 
Curriculum Coordination & Transfer Articulation will send a directive that Department Chairs 
meet prior to the end of the Fall semester. Minutes will be forwarded to the office of the 
District Director of Curriculum Coordination & Transfer Articulation. 

The committee collects curriculum materials needed to prepare the proposal, including THECB 
and SACS guidelines, the Guidelines for Instructional Programs in Workforce Education (GIPWE), 
Workforce Education Course Manual (WECM), and Academic Course Guide Manual 
(ACGM).   The committee will provide feedback to the INITIATOR regarding the proposed 
changes. 

Each DPCC will meet at least once a year in the fall semester, but more often if needed.  
Meeting schedule will be planned to assure timely processing through College and District 
Curriculum Committees. 
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Department Chair/Coordinator 

The department chair/coordinator may serve on the Discipline/Program Curriculum Committee, 
the College Curriculum Committee and the District Curriculum Committee. 

 The department chair consults, supports and serves as resource to Discipline/Program 
Curriculum Committee (if not a member). 

The initiator must provide the department chair/coordinator with completed Curriculum 
Processing Form including minutes/communication from the Discipline/Program Review 
Committee with recommendations. 

The department chair reviews proposals for appropriateness, completeness, accuracy, format 
and content. 

For technical programs, the department chair must work with the technical dean to complete 
documentation for WECM mandated changes to the program. 

The department chair or coordinator may approve or deny the Curriculum Processing Form.  If 
the form is approved it will be forwarded to the appropriate instructional dean.  If the form is 
denied it will be returned to the Discipline/Program Review Committee. 

Instructional Deans (general responsibilities) 

The instructional dean must stay abreast of trends and changes in appropriate guidelines, such as 
THECB, SACS, GIPWE, WECM and ACGM. 

The instructional dean must evaluate curriculum proposals received from the department 
chair/coordinator and provide feedback to chair/coordinator. 

The instructional dean must sign the Curriculum Processing Form before submission to the 
College Curriculum Committee.  If the form is denied, it will be returned to the department 
chair/coordinator. 

College Curriculum Committee 

 
College Curriculum Committee composition will be determined by individual colleges.  The 
initiating college will hear the proposed changes and either endorse or reject the changes.  
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The Chair of the College Curriculum Committee may send the proposal back for further input to 
the Initiator, Department Chair/Coordinator or Discipline/Program Review Committee.  If 
approved, the Chair of the College Curriculum Committee will submit an approval of the 
Curriculum Processing Form to the District Curriculum Committee. 

The Curriculum Processing Form with approval will be listed on the district website for review 
by faculty - two weeks prior to the monthly District Curriculum Committee (DCC) meeting. This 
web site will be maintained by District Director of Curriculum Coordination & Transfer 
Articulation clerical staff. 

District Curriculum Committee 

The District Curriculum Committee should be empowered to create “multidisciplinary task 
forces” to review multidisciplinary issues, such as Core Curriculum, before they are addressed 
by the Discipline/Program Review Committee.   

Curriculum changes will be sent by the Chair of the College Curriculum Committee to the 
District Curriculum Committee for final approval and implementation.  The DCC serves as the 
final review and approval for all curriculum changes for Alamo Colleges.  They provide 
guidance and support for all groups reporting to the District Curriculum Committee.  The 
Chair of the DCC will create an ad hoc team to provide mediation and support for the 
Discipline/Program Curriculum Committees if they are unable to reach consensus.  Lastly, 
they will assure that the core curriculum is reviewed annually. 

Proposed DCC membership will include: 1 VPAA or Academic Dean from each college, 3 
members from each college who also serve on the College Curriculum Committee – two being 
faculty, and chaired by the VC of Academic Success who will serve as the tie breaker in case of a 
tie. Both Academic and Workforce college credit programs must have representation. The 
individual colleges will determine their method for selecting members to serve on this 
committee.  Other than the VPAA, members will serve for two or three- year terms. 

Meetings will be open to attendance by non members who may provide input on agenda 
items. 

The Vice Chancellor of Academic Success will convey approved changes to E-Catalog 
team/office for implementation. 

The District Curriculum Committee will meet monthly- September through March- with dates 
of meetings published in August.  Mandated compliance with WECM and ACGM changes will 
follow the same process steps as all other changes but these changes will be expedited at the 
District Curriculum Committee as “information only” agenda items rather than action agenda 
items. 
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E-Catalog Team/Office 
 
The District Director of Curriculum Coordination & Transfer Articulation will serve as an ex-
officio member of the District Curriculum Committee.  The District Director of Curriculum 
Coordination & Transfer Articulation and staff will support curriculum coordination. 

 



Core Curriculum Proposals - ASTR 1303

http://share.alamo.edu/dccteam/_layouts/Print.FormServer.aspx[4/10/2014 11:31:10 AM]

                 Core Curriculum Proposal

for 2013-2014 Core

and 2014-2015 Core

 

General Information
 Proposal Status:  

Subject Code Course Number                Course Title
        

 

College NLC NVC PAC SAC SPC

Team Member

ACES  ID

Phone
Extension .

College
Curriculum
Committee
Reviewed Date

NLC NVC PAC SAC SPC 

 
 

ACCC Notes (For Reviewers Only)

 

   

 

Course Information (from eCatalog)
NLC eCatalog NVC eCatalog PAC eCatalog SAC eCatlog SPC eCatalog

Was this course in the 2012-2013 core for this component area?

SLOs are not clearly defined or measurable (e.g., how do you assess developing a new
perspective?).  It is not clear how developing a new perspective ties to Teamwork, nor
how you could assess that.  In Objectives narrative, “students may work together on
occasion” does not sufficiently address teamwork.  Not clear how the course addresses
understanding of interactions and implications on human experience.

Approved (course is cross-listed with PHYS 1303; when those enrollment numbers are
combined, course meets the 100-standard) - 12/3/12

http://mynlccatalog.alamo.edu/
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/
http://mypaccatalog.alamo.edu/
http://mysaccatalog.alamo.edu/
http://myspccatalog.alamo.edu/


Core Curriculum Proposals - ASTR 1303

http://share.alamo.edu/dccteam/_layouts/Print.FormServer.aspx[4/10/2014 11:31:10 AM]

Writing Basic Skills Prerequisite: (ENGL ####)

Reading Basic Skills Prerequisite: (READ ####)

Math Basic Skills Prerequisite: (MATH ####)

Prerequisites:

Semester Hours

 

Course Description
Please  enter  course  description here.

Typical # of Sections that make by Term
 SAC@NLC NLC NVC PAC SAC SPC
Fall

Spring

Summer

Total Enrollments Previous Terms
(use enrollment information from spreadsheet provided)
 

Enrolled Fall 2010:        

Enrolled Spring 2011:   

Enrolled Fall 2011:         

Enrolled Spring 2012:    

 

Foundational Component Area
(Select only one)

Life and Physical Sciences (Objectives: Critical Thinking, Communication, Empirical & Quantitative Skills, and Teamwork)

This course is a descriptive course in stellar, galactic, and extra-galactic astronomy intended for non-science majors. Topics
include celestial coordinates, light and telescopes, stars, the Milky Way, external galaxies, cosmology, and dark matter.
Visits to the Scobee Planetarium and some field trips may be held for telescopic observation of interesting phenomena.

This course fulfills the Life and Physical Sciences foundational component area of the core and addresses the following
required objectives: Critical Thinking, Communication, Empirical Quantitative Skills, and Teamwork. 



Core Curriculum Proposals - ASTR 1303
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Explain how the course addresses the requirements to fulfill the foundational component area(s) selected above. 
Click here to view the THECB Foundational Component Area Definitions.

Please  explain  how  the  course  addresses  the  state  definition  of  the  component  area.

 
 

Core Objectives
(select all that apply)

Core Objectives Achieved:

 
Explain how the course addresses each of the core objective(s) selected above. 
Click here to view the THECB Core Curriculum Objectives.

Please  explain  how  the  course  addresses  the  Core  Objective(s)  selected  above.

Critical Thinking Skills
Communication Skills
Empirical and Quantitative Skills
Teamwork

FCA Definition: 1) Courses in this category focus on describing, explaining, and
predicting natural phenomena using the scientific method.

How Course Meets FAC: 1) In this course students describe and explain the laws of
electricity & magnetism, radiation, and motion primarily of stars and galaxies in the
Universe.  The perception of light and motion occurs every day all around us and is part of
the human experience through the sensation of sight and sound.  During this course the
students gain an understanding of the difference between science’s ability to predict or
forecast how cosmologic events can/do affect Earth.

FCA Definition: 2) Courses involve the understanding of interactions among natural
phenomena and the implications of scientific principles on the physical world and on
human experiences.

How Course Meets FAC: 2) The history of our understanding of Earth’s place in the
Universe is a human endeavor of the oldest scientific approach and is known as
Astronomy.  In this course students use their understanding of Astronomy to look at
current events and discuss cosmological phenomena such as exploding stars, black holes,
and distant galaxies that have solar systems with Earth like planets.

 

Communication Skills 
Students are expected to demonstrate communication skills by participating in
class activities which may include presentations, papers, reports,
documents, exercises, or discussions. 

Critical Thinking/Empirical & Quantitative Skills 
Students are expected to apply math and science to analyze and solve problems in

http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=C3174949-B9FE-9E50-F5D6E484CE6547FA
http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/index.cfm?objectid=6F049CAE-F54E-26E4-ED9F0DAC62FABF7D
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Learning Outcomes
Please enter each Learning Outcome as a separate item. Use the "Insert Item" arrow below to include
additional learning outcome(s)

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment Plan
INSTRUCTIONS

In the following section, provide your assessment plan for determining achievement of each Core Objective and
Learning Outcome.  Select the Core Objective and the Learning Outcome for which the assessment is applicable.

 
Click  Here to  add  a  new  Objective/Assessment block.

Core Objective Learning Outcome Assessed

 

College Assessment Criterion Schedule/Frequency

the field of study, which will be assessed by such methods as assignments, quizzes,
exams, exercises, reports, papers, class discussion, questions, projects, or use of
technology. 

Teamwork 
Students are expected to participate in collaborative assignments such as group
exercises, projects, exercises, or discussions.
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Click  Here to  add  a  new  Objective/Assessment block.

Core Objective Learning Outcome Assessed

 

College Assessment Criterion Schedule/Frequency

 
Click  Here to  add  a  new  Objective/Assessment block.

Core Objective Learning Outcome Assessed

 

College Assessment Criterion Schedule/Frequency
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Click  Here to  add  a  new  Objective/Assessment block.

Core Objective Learning Outcome Assessed

 

College Assessment Criterion Schedule/Frequency

 
 
 

NLC Sample Syllabus
NLC Sample Syllabus:
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NVC Sample Syllabus
Submit NVC sample syllabus below

 
 

PAC Sample Syllabus
PAC Sample Syllabus:

 
 

SAC Sample Syllabus
SAC Sample Syllabus:

 
 

SPC Sample Syllabus
SPC Sample Syllabus:
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Additional Information for Consideration
Use the box below to provide any additional information for consideration.

 

 
 

 

This course’s enrollment is trending upward and for the Fall 2012 semester
enrollment is over 100 meeting the student enrollment threshold.  The current
class size for Astronomy at both SAC and NVC is 30 students resulting in future
enrollment levels at 150 students in the Fall and 120 students in the Spring.

 

At NVC, diversity is one of our core values. The word itself has many varied
applications, from the obvious to the obscure. In this case, diversity applies to the
college experience itself, and to the ability of students to choose different paths to
core completion. A course such as Astronomy attracts not only students that have
a pre-existing fascination for the universe, but also those that have been put off by
traditional high school science fare. These marginalized students are exactly the
ones that can most benefit from diversity of course offerings. Astronomy gives us
the chance to reach such students, and to introduce them to science and critical
thinking. In many cases this leads to a re-evaluation of science in general, and a
desire to learn more. Many students find they can understand science after all,
and for some it becomes a passion and even a career. Courses that do not count
toward the core requirement are far less likely to be among those sampled by the
casual community college student. This detracts greatly from the college
experience, and diminishes the possibility that a student will find his or her passion
in life. Thus, deleting Astronomy, or any course that invites the student to try
something new, is detrimental to our mission as a college, and goes against our
professed values of diversity, learning, caring, community, synergy, and joy.
 
Offering ASTR 1303 as a core course is consistent with the educational purpose
and goals of NVC and PAC. According to SACS’s Principles of Accreditation, §3.4.10
“The institution places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and
effectiveness of the curriculum with its faculty.” The October 22, 2012 PVC
mandate that 100 students per semester must be in a course for it to stand in the
core was made without faculty consideration, and thus stands to put the colleges
out of compliance with SACS accreditation.

 

More students will be taking ASTR 1303 in the future since ASTR 1370 at SAC was
just eliminated from the core beginning in Fall 2012. Enrollment for Fall 2012 is
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NORTHWEST VISTA COLLEGE 

EDUC 1300.002 

Frameworks for Mathematics and Collegiate 

Learning 

Spring 2014 

 

Instructor: Elsa M. O'Campo   Office Phone:  (210) 486-4845  

Email: eocampo@alamo.edu            Office Location/Hours:   JH 111J  

                                                                 MW: 9:30 am – 10:30 am 

       TR:  9:30 am – 1:30 pm  

       Fri:  By appointment  

Welcome! 

Well done! By enrolling in this course as part of a learning community with your math course, you are showing that you 

take your college experience seriously and intend to become a learner who takes responsibility for his/her academic 

success.  As part of a Learning Community you have agreed to remain enrolled in both the EDUC 1300 and MATH 

0442.  If you drop, or are dropped from the EDUC course for any reason, you will be dropped from your math class as 

well.  Because you are required to complete a student development course, it has been decided that if you drop your 

math course but wish to remain in the EDUC course, you will be allowed to do so. 

I hope that you will not only learn a lot in this course, but also find it fun and engaging. Each lesson is made up of a 

series of different activities, so you won’t be expected to listen to me lecture the whole time! In fact, I hope that you and 

the other members of the class will work with me to create a fulfilling class experience—by fully participating in the 

discussions, being an active member of the various peer-group activities, and communicating to me your thoughts and 

suggestions about the material I am about to share with you.  

This course will be challenging only for anyone who refuses to come to class, participate and complete the assignments.  

That’s not you . . . so let’s look forward to your earning an A! 

Required Materials 

 No textbook is required! 

 A 1.5” thick binder  

 5 dividers with tabs you can write clearly on 

 Pens that write in blue or black only (other colors will not be accepted) 

 Loose-leaf college-ruled notebook paper 

 

In addition to the supplies listed above, I will distribute assignments, activities, and reading assignments.   Always place 

these in the correct section of your notebook by date.  (This will be checked for a grade) 

Catalog Description 

A study of the: research and theory in the psychology of learning, cognition, and motivation; factors that impact 

learning, and application of learning strategies. Theoretical models of strategic learning, cognition, and motivation serve 

as the conceptual basis for the introduction of college-level student academic strategies. Students use assessment 

instruments (e.g., learning inventories) to help them identify their own strengths and weaknesses as strategic learners. 

Students are ultimately expected to integrate and apply the learning skills discussed across their own academic programs 

mailto:eocampo@alamo.edu


 

 

and become effective and efficient learners. Students developing these skills should be able to continually draw from the 

theoretical models they have learned. (Cross-listed as PSYC 1300) 

This course has been designed to give you a positive experience and provide you with a model of how to be a successful 

college student. Similar to a regular study skills class it covers study strategies, time management, and introduces 

students to college resources.  However, it is different in that it draws on learning theory to support student development 

of the mindsets, skills, and behaviors necessary for college success. 

Some of the specific goals of this course are to provide: 

 A welcoming environment. 

 A strong community-building component, including establishing trust with the instructor and clarifying course 

expectations in a fun, inclusive way. 

 Opportunities to work collaboratively 

 Activities and assignments that help develop critical thinking skills 

 Ways to stimulate motivation for attendance and participation. 

 Ways of connecting the purpose of this course (both for math success and overall success in college) with your 

personal interests and future direction.  

Topics To Be Covered 

 Goal setting 

 Academic and Career Planning 

 Metacognition 

 Effective Time Management 

 Note-taking strategies 

 Learning how to undo bad academic habits 

 Test-taking strategies 

 How to read a math textbook 

Learning environment 

Your enrollment in this class acknowledges that you intend to learn the course material. Behaviors that would impede 

the learning process will not be permitted. These behaviors include, but are not limited to, text messaging, surfing the 

web, answering cell phones, being disrespectful to your peers or me, and talking out of turn. If you are not sure what is 

appropriate, please ask me. Students are responsible for knowing and following common sense rules of behavior. I am 

committed to creating and maintaining an open, productive, intellectually engaging learning environment. Disruptive 

students will be instructed to leave the classroom. This is college, so warnings will not be issued. Please also read the 

Respectful Classroom Behavior document (Syllabus Appendix B) for more information about appropriate behaviors and 

classroom expectations.  

Cell Phone and Other Electronic Devices 

Turn all electronic devices off and put them away.  Do not have them on the table or in 

your lap.  Do not leave class to text or answer the phone.  It is disruptive.  One warning 

will be given and then you will be asked to leave the class and receive a zero for any 

missed work.  If it happens again you will be dropped from the class or receive an “F” 

 

 



 

 

Objectionable material warning 

This is a college course, and you should know that anything is fair game. The college classroom is a unique place in 

society in which any ideas, opinions, and perspectives are welcome and should be shared, respectfully. You may find 

some of the material offensive. There will not be any inappropriate language. 

Learning outcomes 

By the end of this semester, through class lectures, videos, discussions, in-class activities, and a variety of written and 

other assignments, you will increase your written and oral communication skills, critical thinking abilities, and toolbox 

of study strategies.  

High-level course objectives 

Students 

 demonstrate a positive mindset toward learning and maintain motivation. 

 develop a process through which they change negative, self-defeating habits into positive habits. 

 make personal connections with peers, their instructor, and other campus support personnel. 

 develop and pursue useful goals. 

 demonstrate organization of time and study materials. 

 describe how to store and retrieve information from their memory. 

 demonstrate effective reading and note-taking strategies that enhance retention and comprehension.  

 distinguish effective test-taking strategies to be used before, during, and after taking a test. 

 employ critical thinking skills when approaching challenging tasks. 

 demonstrate written and oral communication that is appropriate to context and that effectively conveys meaning 

and logic. 

 identify future college and career pathways. 

 locate and use support center services. 

 use technology throughout the course. 

Course requirements 

You are required to complete all assignments, participate in class discussions (including those involving your Success 

Team and Expert Group), and submit all written work according to the stated deadline. You are required to read all 

assigned material. The reading load is not designed to be heavy. As with any lecture or discussion material, reading 

material is fair game for exams, quizzes, or in-class discussions.  

College instructors expect students to spend time outside of class reading, writing, and studying course material. It is 

suggested that for every hour you are in class, you need to study for two to three hours outside of class. Of course this 

can vary with each course as some will be more challenging than others.  The main point is you cannot just attend a 

college class and expect to be successful.  You need to put time in outside of class as well.   

Let’s calculate this for a three credit hour class.   

How many hours a week are we in class? (round up)  ______ 

If we study two hours outside of class for every hour we are in class, how many hours is that?  _______ 

If there are 16 weeks in a semester, about how many total hours will you need to study outside of class?  ______ 

Courses that are four credits like you math class, or those with labs will require more time.  This is college! 

 



 

 

Grading Policy 

 

 

 

 

Semester grades will be earned as follows: 

90% and above A 

80 %–89% B 

70 %–79% C 

60%–69 % D 

59.9% and below F 
 

Please note:  You must pass this course with a C or better or you will have a hold put on your record and will not be able to 

register for the spring semester.  You will also be required to take SDEV 0170 in the spring. 

Assignments (20% of semester grade) 

The biggest single percentage of points for this course comes from completing regular assignments. These assignments 

will vary—they include, for example, journal entries, time management plans, exam debriefs, completing a degree plan, 

and goal-setting outlines—and they will offer many opportunities for you to apply what we are studying in class 

immediately. Completing these assignments on time and thoroughly will earn you full credit. 

A special note about journal assignments: Journaling in this course is designed to help you reflect on the course material 

and your experiences outside of class and college and to stimulate insights into becoming a more successful learner 

overall. See Syllabus Appendix C for information about how journal entry writing is graded. Please type your journal 

(see “Guidelines for written work.”) When your journal is returned to you, please put it in your binder. Further 

instruction on the value of journaling and feedback will be given throughout the course.  

Participation (15% of your final semester grade) 

Your participation grade will be based on your informed contributions to classroom discussions and exercises. You will 

participate in graded activities in every lesson. Some of these might take place outside of the designated classroom (e.g., 

in the computer lab or the library). Participation grades will be based on the following: 

 Level of engagement/listening skills: You (almost always, sometimes, rarely, almost never, OR never or very, 

very rarely) engage with course lectures, discussions, and activities with eye contact, taking notes, and makes 

thoughtful contributions. 

 Behavior: You (almost always, sometimes, rarely, almost never, OR never or very, very rarely behave 

appropriately (e.g., demonstrate active listening during lectures; show respect to the differing view of group 

members, etc.) in the classroom.  

 Preparation: You (almost always, sometimes, rarely, almost never, OR never or very, very rarely) come to 

class with a pen, paper to take notes, and having read any necessary information to provide informed comments 

to course discussions and activities. 

25% Assignments Ongoing 

15% Participation Ongoing 

15% Midterm Exam See attached 

15% Final Exam See attached 

15% Career Project See attached 

15% Group Presentation See attached 



 

 

 Collaboration: You (almost always, sometimes, rarely, almost never, OR never or very, very rarely) collaborate 

(or work in groups) in appropriate and fair ways.  

Grades will be earned as follows: 

90 – 100%, Almost Always (80-100% of the time) 

80 – 89%, Sometimes (60-79% of the time) 

70 – 79%, Rarely (40-59% of the time) 

65 – 69%, Almost Never (20-39% of the time) 

0 Does Not Participate (< 20% of the time) 

If you interact with me outside of class—coming to hours and/or communicate via email and demonstrate interest in 

doing well in this course, you may be able to raise your participation grade 

Attendance 

Attendance is mandatory! You are expected to attend every class, to arrive on time, and to remain the entire 

period. You need to be here in order to participate in in-class activities! It is your responsibility to find out what you 

missed in the case of an absence. In college there is no such thing as an “excused absence. You may miss one class 

without any penalty to your grade. For each absence after that, you will lose points off your final grade as follows: 

2 absences – 2 points   4 absences – 4 points 

3 absences – 3 points   5 absences - Failed class  

Students who have five or more absences will automatically receive an F for the semester! 

Attendance is so crucial for success that if you miss no more than one class, you will receive an extra 5% on your final 

grade. This means that if your final course average is 85% (B), your final grade could be increased to 90% (A). 

Projects (both projects combined are worth 30% of your final semester grade) 

You will complete two projects this semester: an individual career project and a group presentation project. More details 

about each project will be given in class at the appropriate time.  

Exams (each exam is worth 15% of your final semester grade) 

You will complete two exams this semester, a midterm and a final exam. The essay portions of the exams will be 

completed outside of class and brought to class on exam day. The multiple-choice parts of the exams will be conducted 

in class. More details will be given in class, including how to prepare to ace these exams. Exams may not be taken or 

submitted late—no exceptions. No make-ups! 

Guidelines for written work 

In-class assignments must be completed in blue or black ink—work completed in any other color or in pencil will not 

be graded. In-class work must also follow standard English usage—including complete sentences. Of course, you are not 

expected to create polished in-class work.  

Out-of-class written assignments must have one-inch margins on all four sides, be double spaced, and be done in the 

Times New Roman font, size 12. Please note that correct spelling and grammar and a clear, easy-to-read writing style all 

count toward your grade. Use professional, formal, college English (i.e., no text-message language, contractions, clichés, 

or slang, for example).  

After graded work is handed back, take some time to review my feedback before approaching me with questions and 

comments.  This gives you an opportunity to reflect and prepare clear and specific questions before inquiring about why 



 

 

a certain grade was assigned to your work. These inquiries should not be made during class time.  Grades will be 

changed only if I made mistakes.  

Late work policy 

Since a core focus of this course is to prepare you for experiences in higher education and/or your future in the 

workplace, completing work on time, in accordance with the good time-management skills you will learn in this course, 

is considered highly desirable and an important habit to develop. For this reason, points will be deducted for late 

work.  Late work will only be accepted one class period after the due date.  After that the grade will be a zero. 

Certain assignments will not be accepted late (ex. Take-home quizzes, exams, etc.) 

Academic honesty 

This college assumes that students eligible to perform on the college level are familiar with the ordinary rules governing 

proper conduct, including academic honesty. The principle of academic honesty is that all work presented by you is 

yours alone. Academic dishonesty, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism, and collusion, shall be treated 

appropriately. Please refer to the college’s Student Guide for more information. Turnitin.com, Safe Assign, and other 

technologies will be used, as necessary, to ensure academic honesty. 

You must complete all work independently unless otherwise instructed. Plagiarism, cheating, or any related 

offensives will result in an automatic zero for that assignment—no exceptions, no excuses! 

http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/content.php?catoid=90&navoid=3124#Academic_Integrity_Disciplinary_Process  

http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/content.php?catoid=90&navoid=3124 (Student Code of Conduct) 

Withdrawals 

If for any reason you need to drop the course, it is your responsibility to inform me officially (i.e., in writing) in a timely 

manner. If you are considering dropping, please try to meet with me to discuss your options. I may be able to help you 

find solutions to some of the challenges that may be affecting your progress in class. If I can help, I would like to! 

Ultimately the decision is yours; therefore, I will not drop students for any reason but remember if you have more than 

five (5) absences you will receive an “F” in the course. All students who remain in the course will receive a grade based 

on their performance. The last day to withdraw is April 21st . 

How do I Withdraw from a class at NVC? 

Part of Semester Student Responsibility 

First day of class through census 

date.  The census date for this class is 

____________________ 

Drop online or submit a drop slip to 

enrollment services in CCC 

Day after census through last day to 

Withdraw. 

The last day to withdraw from this 

class is _____________________ 

Cannot drop online!   
Must submit a drop slip to enrollment 
services in CCC or request (in writing) that 
the instructor drop them.   
Note:  Instructors are not obligated to do 
this.  Check the syllabus—do not assume 
they will drop you! 
 

After last day to withdraw No longer able to withdraw with a “W” 
A final grade will be posted!   

http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/content.php?catoid=90&navoid=3124#Academic_Integrity_Disciplinary_Process
http://mynvccatalog.alamo.edu/content.php?catoid=90&navoid=3124


 

 

 

Accommodations 

This college is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to every student. We offer services and 

technologies, including counseling, tutoring, special equipment and software, for individuals with special needs and 

capabilities. Please contact the Access Office at (210) 486-4466 or email them at nvc-access@alamo.edu for further 

information. If a student is eligible for accommodations, an official letter will be sent from the Access Office. 

http://alamo.edu/nvc/current-students/access-office/  

Email 

Communicating with others via email is an important skill to succeed in today’s world. I will communicate important 

class-related information via email, so it is important that you check your official Alamo student college email through 

ACES and announcements in Canvas often. 

It is critical to know your audience when communicating in this medium. When you communicate with your instructor 

or your peers, you should be mindful of how your message may be interpreted. Please consider the following guidelines 

when communicating with instructors: 

1. Appropriate salutation (e.g., Dear Mrs. Smith) 

2. Brief introduction of yourself (especially important early on in the semester) so the instructor knows who you are 

3. Subject heading that includes identifies the class and indicates the general nature of your communication (e.g., 

“Question about Career Project”) 

4. Polite closing (e.g., Thanks, Best Wishes, Sincerely, Cheers, etc.). 

5. Short, to-the-point message 

6. Proofread, proofread, proofread! 

7.     Avoid slang, text-message language, and acronyms (e.g., LOL). 

8. Avoid sending an email when you are angry or upset. 

Disclaimer 

THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES TO ANY PART OF THE COURSE 

REQUIREMENTS, ASSIGNMENTS, POLICIES, DEADLINES, CONTENT, ETC. You are responsible for keeping 

track of any and all changes. The instructor assigns grades based solely on performance, not on effort or anything else. If 

you anticipate any difficulty meeting course requirements or deadlines, you should contact the your instructor well in 

advance. If an emergency should happen (e.g., hospitalization), formal documentation is required, and the instructor will 

be more than happy to help the student to complete the course successfully. 

Copyright protection 

All federal and state copyrights reserved for all original material presented in this course through any medium, including 

lecture or print. Unless otherwise noted, all course materials are the intellectual property of the instructor and are thus 

copyrighted. Individuals are prohibited from being paid for taking, selling, or otherwise transferring for value personal 

class or other informational notes made during this course to any entity without the express written permission of the 

instructor. In addition to legal sanctions, students found in violation of these prohibitions may be subject to disciplinary 

action from the college administration.  

 

 

http://alamo.edu/nvc/current-students/access-office/


 

 

Final words 

I am delighted you have chosen to enroll in Frameworks for Mathematics and Collegiate Learning! I commend you for 

placing such importance on doing well in college and on developing skills that will not only potentially improve your 

grades and standing in college, but also ensure you become a lifelong learner. 

 

 

 

 

 

Syllabus Appendix A: Tentative Course Calendar 

 

Unless otherwise noted, we will follow the tentative course calendar shown below. This is not a comprehensive list of 

topics, just a glance at what will be covered. More details will be given in class at the appropriate time. 

1. Introductions; building the foundation for our success 

2. Finding the support to be successful  

3. The plastic brain and smart thinking 

4. Getting ahead with Better Note Taking 

5. Tackling technology fears and frustrations 

6. Meeting and academic advisor and career counselor 

7. Building success teams and identifying your impact on the world 

8. Creating motivating goals and the Career Project 

9. Managing priorities and time 

10. Metacognition 

11. Building a better memory – focus on attention and deep processing 

12. Building a better memory – focus on elaboration and organization 

13. Identifying important information as you read 

14. Critical thinking 

15. Preparing to do well on exams 

16. Where we’ve been, where we’re going 

17. Midterm exam 

18. Midterm exam debrief 



 

 

19. Working in groups 

20. Library resources 

21. Using library resources and introducing the group presentation project 

22. Effective oral communication and using evaluation rubrics 

23. Career project sharing and course planning 

24. Success team presentations 

25. Success team presentations 

26. Success team presentations 

27. Reviewing course material 

28. Final exam 

29. Final exam debrief 

30. Looking forward 10 years 

 

Syllabus Appendix B: Respectful Classroom Behavior 

 

We all benefit when: 

 Everyone feels comfortable and free to share their thoughts in a safe and supportive environment. Please 

consider this before challenging, questioning, or contradicting the input of other students. 

 All students understand they are being listened to in their own time, in their own way. This includes students 

who may speak more slowly or take a longer time to articulate their thoughts than you. Please do not interrupt a 

student who is still speaking; wait until they have finished before making your contribution to the discussion. 

 We actively listen to other’s opinions and insights.  

 Contributions made to discussions are thoughtful, supported by examples (to make the meaning clearer) or 

evidence (e.g., sharing the original source).  

 We are willing to take risks in sharing opinions that might be different than those ascribed to by the majority. 

Diversity of thought is as much a classroom asset as other, more established forms of diversity! 

 You do not just accept without comment when the instructor says something you do not understand or agree 

with. No instructor minds being intellectually challenged, as long as it is done respectfully. 

 Someone asks a question. Because chances are, someone else in the class wanted the answer, too, but was too 

shy or nervous to ask. So asking questions does the whole class a favor. 

 We choose to engage fully in class discussions. Let’s make them as lively and rich as possible—this is your 

responsibility as well as the instructor’s. 

 



 

 

Additional points to consider regarding contributing to class discussions: 

 If you thought of something after class ended, take the opportunity to raise the issue in an online thread 

(Blackboard or equivalent). 

 Remain open-minded! It is a myth that smart people stick to their original views. In fact, the smartest people are 

those who are willing to be swayed by reasoned argument and revise their views and opinions accordingly. 

 Take the opportunity to continue class discussions in your success teams and/or study groups. The more you 

actively work with the material we cover, the more embedded in your long-term memory it will be. 

 Remember, the richness of this course experience, for you and for your peers, depends on your playing an active 

role in discussions. Speak up! 

 



 

 

Syllabus Appendix C: Journal/Informal Writing Rubric 

 

Student’s Name:      Lesson # and Topic:        Date:    

 

 Inadequate Good Exemplary Explanatory Feedback 

Introduction 

of Topic  

Topic is not immediately 

introduced.  

Topic is immediately introduced. 

The introduction previews or 

hints at major points in the 

reflection. 

Introduction is unique and 

interesting. 

Introduction gives some direction 

as to where the reflection will go.  

 

Internalization 

No connection or 

reference to the lesson. 

References to the lesson are 

present with minimal depth. 

Clear and relevant references to 

the lesson and/or topic presented 

in class are present. 

 

Reflection 

Does not draw from 

experiences to connect 

to the topic. 

Minimal discussion of 

experiences related to the 

prompt are present. 

Meaningful appreciation for the 

topic exhibited by clear 

examples, anecdotes, and ideas 

related to the topic are present. 

 

Application 

and 

Connection 

No connections made 

between this topic and 

other topics in class.  

Connections made between this 

topic and other topics in class.  

Connections made between this 

topic and other topics in class.  

Considerable thought given to 

how this topic connects to 

matters outside of class.  

 

Overall 

Cohesion and 

Clarity 

Unclear or difficult-to-

understand writing and/or 

requires significant 

editing to make sense.  

The writing makes sense and is 

not obstructed by grammar or 

usage errors. 

The journal is compelling to read 

and has few (if any) grammar or 

usage errors. 

 

Additional 

Feedback 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Syllabus Appendix D: Exam Short Essay Grading Rubric 

Student’s Name:       Response #:        Date:     

 Inadequate Acceptable Good Exemplary Score 

Introducing 

the Topic  

First paragraph does not 

clearly indicate the topic of 

the written response.  

Topic of the written response 

is introduced in the first 

paragraph. 

Topic of the written response is 

clearly introduced in the first 

paragraph.  

Introduction previews or hints at 

major points in the response. 

Introduction grabs the reader’s attention 

in a unique and interesting manner. 

Introduction previews or hints at the 

major points that follow in the response.  

 

Addressing 

the Question 

The written response does 

not address the question 

asked.  

The written response 

addresses only a few parts of 

the question asked. 

The written response addresses a 

majority of the parts of the 

question asked. 

The written response is the 

appropriate length (250–500 

words). 

The written response addresses every 

component of the question asked. 

The written response is the appropriate 

length (250–500 words). 

 

Depth of 

Response 

The written response does 

not reference topics of 

learning from the course. 

The written response 

demonstrates a cursory 

understanding of the topics 

presented thus far but may 

lack detail.  

The written response shows some 

understanding of the topic 

presented in the lesson. 

The written response clearly 

demonstrates the student’s depth of 

understanding about ideas and concepts 

presented in the course thus far.  

 

Applying and 

Connecting 

No connections are made 

between the topic and 

what has been learned 

thus far in the course. 

Little or no application of 

the topic’s learning is 

evident. 

Some connections are made 

between the topic and what 

has been learned thus far in 

the course.  

Some application of the 

topic’s learning is evident. 

Explicit connections are made 

between the topic and what has 

been learned thus far in the 

course.  

Explicit details and examples that 

suggest application-level 

understanding are included. 

Considerable thought to what has been 

learned in the course is included. 

Well-developed and clear responses 

demonstrate application-level 

understanding.  

Depth and complexity are evident 

throughout the written response. 

 

Writing and 

Clarity 

The writing is difficult to 

understand and/or 

requires significant editing 

to make sense.  

The writing is readable and 

clear.  

The writing makes sense and is 

not obstructed by grammar or 

usage errors. 

The response is compelling to read and 

has few (if any) grammar or usage 

errors. 

 

Additional 

Comments 

    

Total Score 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Frameworks for Mathematics and Collegiate Learning Syllabus Quiz 

 

 

Student Name: ________________________________________________ 

 

1. What is the course instructor’s office phone number?  

 

2. On what day(s) and time(s) are office hours held? 

 

3. List three course objectives that are of most interest to you. 

 

4. What percentage overall will result in a C grade for the semester? 

 

5. True or False? For any false statement, please correct the statement. 

 

a. Attendance is crucial for success in this course. 

 

b. Both the midterm and final exam are completed entirely in class. 

 

c. Written work can be handed in using green and red ink. 

 

d. Assignments can be handed in up to three weeks after the due date. 

 

e. Any student who attends class, takes good notes, completes assignments, and studies outside 

of class should receive a good grade in this course. 

 

6. What are the criteria for receiving maximum points for participation?  

 

7. How many absences will result in an automatic F grade for the semester?  

 

8. What are the two projects you will complete during the semester?  

 

9. What percentage of your final grade will accrue for completing your journal assignments?  

 



 

 

10. Whose responsibility is it to officially notify the instructor that you are dropping the course?  

 

11. In what two ways can you gain extra points? 

 

12. How are you expected to present your typed assignments?  



 

 

 

Frameworks for Mathematics and Collegiate Learning Syllabus 

Contract 

 

I (insert full name) ______________________________________________ 

confirm that I have read and understood the syllabus for Frameworks for Mathematics and Collegiate 

Learning and fully commit to adhering to the instructions given, including appendices. 

 

 

Signed: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________ 
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	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65): 3. Students will work together to demonstrate their knowledge of Universe using modern theories of cosmology.
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66): NVC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67): SAC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68): NLC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69): PAC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70): SPC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71): Empirical and Quantitative Skills
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72): 2. Students will disseminate their knowledge of the motions of the sky and the causes and effects of various electromagnetic phenomena.
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73): NVC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74): SAC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75): NLC
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76): PAC
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	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16): AACU Critical Thinking Rubric (modified)
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17): 70% of students will have a mean score of 2 (0f 4) or better
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18): Annual/Sample
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19): AACU Teamwork Value Rubric (modified)
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20): 70% of students will have a mean score of 2 (0f 4) or better
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21): Annual/Sample
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22): Observation/Research Team Projects
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23): rubric to assess mastery of each outcome of teamwork, and communication
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24): every student, every semester
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34): AACU Quantitative Literacy Rubric (modified). 
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35): 70% of students will have a mean score of 2 (0f 4) or better
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36): Annual/Sample
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37): Unit Examinations & Final Examination
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38): >=70% mastery on embedded questions to asses empirical/quantitative skills as well as embedded questions on critical thinking
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39): every student, every semester
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43): Not offered
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44): none
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45): none
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77): SPC
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	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79): 1. Through collaboration, research, and written/oral communication, students will demonstrate an understanding of Earth’s place in the Universe.
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80): NVC
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	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67)_(68)_(69)_(70)_(71)_(72)_(73)_(74)_(75)_(76)_(77)_(78)_(79)_(80)_(81)_(82): NLC
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	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65): Star and Galaxies                       ASTR/PHYS 1303            Required Text:   The Essential Cosmic Perspective:   6th Edition, by Bennett, et al; Catalog description:  Topics include the history of astronomy, observing techniques, the solar system, stars and galaxies.Course Prerequisite:  There are no prerequisites for this course.Core Objectives for Science CoursesCommunication Skills:  Students are expected to demonstrate communication skills by participating in class activities which may include presentations, papers, reports, documents, lab exercises, or discussions.Critical Thinking/Empirical & Quantitative Skills:  Students are expected to apply math and science to analyze and solve problems in the field of study, which will be assessed by such methods as assignments, quizzes, exams, lab exercises, reports, papers, class discussions, questions, projects, or use of technology.Teamwork:  Students are expected to participate in collaborative assignments such as group exercises, projects, lab exercises, or discussions.Student Learning Outcomes:1.      Through collaboration, research, and written/oral communication, students will demonstrate an understanding of Earth’s place in the Universe.2.      Students will disseminate their knowledge of the motions of the sky and the causes and effects of various electromagnetic phenomena.3.      Students will work together to demonstrate their knowledge of Universe using modern theories of cosmology.Course Outcomes:  After successful completion of this course,        You should understand certain basic concepts of Astronomy, such as:1.      Theory of the origin of the Universe2.      Scale and size of the Earth, planets, moons, and Sun in our Solar system.3.      Size of the Milky Way Galaxy, the Universe, and distances to nearby galaxies.4.      Motions of the Earth and Moon that causes the phases of the Moon and the seasons.5.      Movement of the planets in the Solar system, and the Solar system in the Milky Way Galaxy.6.      The patterns of stars called constellations.7.      Ancient roots of Astronomy.8.      Contributions of Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo to modern Astronomy.9.      How Newton’s Laws of Motion and Gravity explain the movement within the Universe.10.     Information that light brings us about the stars, galaxies and the Universe.11.     Birth of the Solar system and the formation of the planets.12.     The Sun, how it was formed, and how it provides light to the Solar system.13.     Properties of stars, how to classify them.14.     Birth, life and death of stars.15.     The Milky Way Galaxy and other galaxies.16.     Nebulae, quasars, pulsars, and other strange astronomical objects.Assessment:  Student learning outcomes and course grade determination will include out of class research and in class assessment and other assignments.  In class assessment will include four one-hour exams and chapter reading quizzes, but there will be no comprehensive final exam.  Other grade opportunities may be given during the semester.  Reading Quizzes:  At the start of class when a new chapter is being presented, there will be a short multiple choice quiz covering the main points of the chapter.  It is imperative that you read each chapter before class so that you may take the quiz and more importantly enter into discussion of the material presented.  If you are tardy, you will not be allowed to makeup the quiz.  Each reading quiz is worth 10 pts toward the final grade.  Chapter Skills and Definition Quizzes:  Each chapter will have a Skills and Definition Quiz that is an out of class assignment.  The quizzes will include definitions from the chapter as well as ranking skills and sorting skills for topics in the chapter.  On-line quizzes are 20 points each toward the final grade. Exams:  Five major exams will be given throughout the semester.  Exams will be taken in class.  There is NO Final comprehensive exam.  Makeup exams will be taken in the Testing Center in Cypress Campus Center or the Science Tutoring Center LOH 230.  Makeup exams must be scheduled with the instructor and must be completed before the next class meeting.  Each exam is worth 100 points toward your final grade.        Projects:  Two projects will be done during the semester.  These will require research via the internet or in the library.  Each project is worth 100 points toward your final grade.  The instructor will give you the information about each project well in advance of its due date.Extra Credit:  There will be several opportunities for extra credit during, including going to the Scobee Planetarium and Star Parties.  Those events are worth 20 points each.  10 points for attendance and 10 points for a 2 – 3 paragraph  paper of the visit (instructor will give details).  You can do 2 planetarium visits and 4 star parties for extra credit.Assigned ReadingDate    Assignment8/28    “How to Succeed in …” p xxii-xxiii and Chapter 1 & Chapter 29/9     Chapter 39/18    Chapter 49/25    Chapter 510/7    Chapter 610/21   Chapter 1011/4    Chapter 1111/11   Chapter 1211/18   Chapter 1311/27   Chapter 14Tentative Schedule for Astronomy/Physics 1303Fall Semester 2013Date    Day     Material to be Covered8/26    Monday  Introduction/ Chapter 1/ Chapter Quiz online Released8/28    Wednesday       Chapter 29/2     Monday  Labor Day Holiday – No Class9/4     Wednesday       Chapter 2/Chapter Quiz online Released9/9     Monday  Chapter 3/Constellation Project Assigned9/11    Wednesday       Chapter 3/Chapter Quiz online Released9/16    Monday  Exam #1 Chapters 1-39/18    Wednesday       Chapter 49/23    Monday  Chapter 4/Chapter Quiz online Released9/25    Wednesday       Chapter 59/30    Monday  Chapter 5/Chapter Quiz online Released10/2    Wednesday       Exam #2 Ch. 4-510/7    Monday  Chapter 610/9    Wednesday       Constellation Presentations10/14   Monday  Constellation Presentations10/16   Wednesday       Chapter 6/Chapter Quiz online Released10/21   Monday  Chapter 1010/23   Wednesday       Chapter 10/Chapter Quiz online Released10/28   Monday  Exam #3 Ch. 6 & 1010/30   Wednesday       Faculty Development Day – No Class11/4    Monday  Chapter 11/Star Project Assigned11/6    Wednesday       Chapter 11/Chapter Quiz online Released11/11   Monday  Chapter 1211/13   Wednesday       Chapter 12/Chapter Quiz online Released11/18   Monday  Chapter 13/Star Project Due11/20   Wednesday       Chapter 13/Chapter Quiz online Released11/25   Monday  Exam #4 Ch. 11-1311/27   Wednesday       Chapter 1412/2    Monday  Chapter 1412/4    Wednesday       Chapter 1512/11   Wednesday       Exam #5
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	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15)_(16)_(17)_(18)_(19)_(20)_(21)_(22)_(23)_(24)_(25)_(26)_(27)_(28)_(29)_(30)_(31)_(32)_(33)_(34)_(35)_(36)_(37)_(38)_(39)_(40)_(41)_(42)_(43)_(44)_(45)_(46)_(47)_(48)_(49)_(50)_(51)_(52)_(53)_(54)_(55)_(56)_(57)_(58)_(59)_(60)_(61)_(62)_(63)_(64)_(65)_(66)_(67): Materials21st Century Astronomy: Stars and GalaxiesAuthor: Kay, Palen, Smith, BlumenthalPublisher: NortonEdition: FourthISBN: 978-0-393-92057-4Price: $50DescriptionThis course is a descriptive course in stellar, galactic, and extra-galactic astronomy intended for non-science majors. Topics include celestial coordinates, light and telescopes, stars, the Milky Way, external galaxies, cosmology, and dark matter. Visits to the Scobee Planetarium and some field trips may be held for telescopic observation of interesting phenomena.PrerequisitesENGL 0301READ 0303MATH 0320Outcomes1 Through collaboration, research, and written/oral communication, students will demonstrate an understanding of Earth's place in the Universe.2 Students will disseminate their knowledge of the motions of the sky and the causes and effects of various electromagnetic phenomena.3 Students will work together to demonstrate their knowledge of the Universe using modern theories of cosmology.ObjectivesFoundational Component AreaLife and Physical Sciences (Objectives: Critical Thinking, Communication, Empirical & Quantitative Skills, and Teamwork)FCA Definition: 1) Courses in this category focus on describing, explaining, and predicting natural phenomena using the scientific method.How Course Meets FAC: 1) In this course students describe and explain the laws of electricity & magnetism, radiation, and motion primarily of stars and galaxies in the Universe.  The perception of light and motion occurs every day all around us and is part of the human experience through the sensation of sight and sound.  During this course the students gain an understanding of the difference between science’s ability to predict or forecast how cosmologic events can/do affect Earth.FCA Definition: 2) Courses involve the understanding of interactions among natural phenomena and the implications of scientific principles on the physical world and on human experiences.How Course Meets FAC: 2) The history of our understanding of Earth’s place in the Universe is a human endeavor of the oldest scientific approach and is known as Astronomy.  In this course students use their understanding of Astronomy to look at current events and discuss cosmological phenomena such as exploding stars, black holes, and distant galaxies that have solar systems with Earth like planets.Communication SkillsStudents are expected to demonstrate communication skills by participating in class activities which may include presentations, papers, reports, documents, exercises, or discussions.Critical Thinking/Empirical & Quantitative SkillsStudents are expected to apply math and science to analyze and solve problems in the field of study, which will be assessed by such methods as assignments, quizzes, exams, exercises, reports, papers, class discussion, questions, projects, or use of technology.TeamworkStudents are expected to participate in collaborative assignments such as group exercises, projects, exercises, or discussions.Evaluation90 - 100 A80 -  89  B70 -  79  C60 -  69  D< 60       FCourse PoliciesGradesGrades are determined from quizzes, homework, exams, and a project.Quizzes = 10%HW = 20%Exams = 45%Final  = 15%Group Project = 10%Late WorkAny late homework must be received within 48 hours in order to be given credit. Late work may be emailed using ACES email.  Any extra credit opportunities may not be turned in late.Quizzes may not be made up but one quiz will be dropped. Exams may not be dropped.  An emergency makeup test must be scheduled to be taken within 5 working days of the regular exam date. All work should be turned in directly to the instructor to ensure receipt.ScheduleSchedule subject to change.Week 1: Syllabus, Appendices, Introduction to AstronomyWeek 2: M - Holiday, Chapter 2.1-2.3 Patterns in the Sky, Motions of EarthWeek 3: Chapter 2 continuedWeek 4: Chapter 5 LightWeek 5: Chapter 14 The SunWeek 6: End Unit 1, Unit ExamWeek 7: Chapter 13 Star PropertiesWeek 8: Chapters 13 & 15 Star FormationWeek 9: Chapters 15 & 16 The Interstellar Medium and Life Cycles of Low-Mass StarsWeek 10: Chapters 17 & 18 Death of Low Mass Stars, Birth, Life and Death of HIgh Mass StarsWeek 11: End Unit 2, Unit ExamWeek 12: Chapter 19 The Expanding Universe/CosmologyWeek 13: Chapter 20 GalaxiesWeek 14: Chapter 21 The Milky Way GalaxyWeek 15: End Unit 3, Unit Exam, Group Project DueWeek 16: Final Exam
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